
USB to USB-C cable, angled Joyroom S-AC027A17 3A, 1.2m (blac Ref: 6956116751784
USB to USB-C cable, angled Joyroom S-AC027A17 3A, 1.2m (black)

Cable S-AC027A14 USB to USB Breakable Joyroom / 3A / 1.2m (black)
The S-AC027A17 cable is  an innovative solution designed by JOYROOM, ideal  for  those looking for efficient and practical  charging and
data transfer solutions. This cable is equipped with a unique angled plug, allowing convenient use of the device even while charging. It
also offers wide compatibility, supporting devices with a USB-C port.
 
Speed and performance 
The Joyroom cable is optimized for fast and reliable charging. The 3A current provides effective power in a short period of time - your
phone can recover as much as 50% of its energy in as little as 30 minutes! What's more, with data transfer speeds of up to 480Mbps, the
cable allows you to transfer files, photos and other data between devices quickly and efficiently.
 
Durable construction 
Made of high-quality aluminum alloy and braided nylon, the cable is resistant to mechanical damage and wear and tear from daily use.
The innovative angled shape of the plug eliminates tension on the cable and plug, ensuring comfort when using the device, even when it
is plugged in. In addition, its length of 1.2 meters allows you to put the charged equipment anywhere you want. Experience a new user
experience with Joyroom! 
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	Manufacturer 
	Joyroom 
	Model
	S-AC027A17
	Color 
	Black 
	Power 
	3 A
	Length
	1,2 m

Price:

€ 2.80

Smartphone accessories, USB cables, USB do USB-C
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